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Mongchontosoeng Fortress Roundabout WalkRoundabout Walk   

  This program is a reproduction of DapseongNori (Stepping-on castle wall ritual) 
that wishes for national prosperity and welfare of the people, as well as good luck 
and abundant fortune. Event participants walk on the Mongchontoseong 
holding wish lanterns and make unforgettable memories with family and friends. 

 Introduction and background of main event1

  ❑ Program Background 

     ○ Develop a unique festival program based on Songpa’s high-class cultural 

infrastructure, and in return, establish the festival’s identity as a historical 

and cultural festival.

     ○ To develop the festival through contributions from both local residents and 

history and culture organizations.

     ○ To develop programs that visitors can participate and have fun.

  ❑ Program Introduction

     ○ Time : 2013.10. 3(Thu) 17:00 ~ 19:00

     ○ Venue : Mongchontoseong in Olympic Park

     ○ Target participants : local residents and festival visitors

     ○ Number of participants : About 400 persons

     ○ Contents : Fortress roundabout walk program where participants hold 

wish lanterns and wish for personal and national prosperity

    Roundabout walk course

     ▾ Main stage at World Peace Gate ⇒ Gom-mal Bridge ⇒ Mongchontoseong 

        ⇒ Soma Museum of Art ⇒ Main stage
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 Description and purpose / objective of New Event2

   ❑ Motives

     ○ Offer programs where participants can have hands-on experiences and 

learn the history and culture of Hanseong Baekje Period

     ○ Festival’s new program in which visitors can participate and enjoy

     ○ Develop an experience-oriented program for nighttime visitors

   ❑ Goals

     ○ Provide opportunities to learn about the valuable cultural heritage and the 

wisdom of ancestors as visitors listen to commentaries on Mongchontoseong 

as a relic from the Hanseong Baekje Period

     ○ Increase public’s interests in Korean history and culture through experiencing 

relics from the Hanseong Baekje Period

     ○ Develop a visitor-oriented program where visitors are exposed to various 

experiences and learn about the Baekje’s history and culture

 Target audience and attendance / number of participants3

     ○ Target Participants : local residents and all visitors to Hanseong Baekje 

Cultural Festival

     ○ Number of participants : about 400 persons

 Overall revenue/expense budget of event4

    ○ Program Budget : $2,765 (materials $1,481 facility installation $296, 

Pungmool band $988)

    ○ Overall Profit : $494 (participation fee partially includes the material costs 

for wish lanterns)

 Duration of program (start to finish) 5

     ○ Time : 2013.10. 3(Thu) 17:00 ~ 19:00
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 Description of sponsor / volunteer / school / other group involvement with 
event and benefits to eachgroup involvement with event and benefits to each

6

NO Group
Organization 

Name
Introduction

1 Sponsor Lotte World
As the company operating the largest indoor theme park 

in Korea, Lotte World has been continuously supporting 

the Hanseong Baekje Cultural Festival every year.

2 Sponsor

Korea Sports 
Promotion 
Foundation 

(KSPO)

As a nonprofit foundation, KSPO commemorates Seoul 

Olympic Games and runs a business for promoting 

sports. The organization provides venues, electricity, 

water, and PR for the event free of charge.

3
Event 

Operation

Weirye History 
and Culture 

Research Society

The group is a civilian organization with the goals 

of providing culture, welfare, and social services 

by fully utilizing cultural assets, and to run 

businesses that maximizes the economic and social 

values of cultural assets with various programs

4 Volunteer Songpa-gu 
Volunteer Center

Advertise and recruit volunteers for the festival

 What makes the event unique & creative?7

   ○ A unique experience-oriented program only available at the Hanseong Baekje 

Cultural Festival

     ▸ Simultaneously experience history education, wish lantern making, earthen 

fortress walking, and wish making

     ▸ Visitor-participating program by utilizing Mongchontoseong, a historical 

relic, nearby the festival venue

   ○ Recreation of [Fortress Roundabout Walk] by combining two traditional plays, 

Gangkang Suwollae dance (Korean circle dance) and DapseongNori

     ▸ Inherit traditional heritage through recreating the DapseongNori

 Overall effectiveness / success of program8

   ❑ Overall effect

     ○ As a participation-oriented program, the program informs local residents 

and tourists that Songpa is the capital of the Hanseong Baekje by 

reflecting on the festival theme of the ‘history and culture of the 

Baekje-Hanseong Period’
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     ○ As a key traditional historical and cultural event of Seoul, this main program 

is designed to attract tourists as a tourism product.

     ○ Identify potentials for the program that grows through voluntary participation 

by local residents and other cultural organizations

   ❑ Success Point

     ○ Provide unique entertainment to Korean and foreign visitors as the program 

encompasses the strengths of Baekje Period that presents different 

cultural aspects and attractions from existing traditional cultures.

     ○ Provide various visitor-oriented attractions and entertainment, and as a 

result, motivate continuous program participation from visitors.

 Tie-in of program to main event9

  ❑ Basic Direction

    ❖ Participation-oriented program that combines various experiences 

and themes on the cultural relics of the Hanseong Baekje

    ❖ As a representative historical and cultural festival of Seoul, the program 

reflects a history and culture that are unique to the Songpa region

  ❑ Program contents

     01  Listening to Mongchontoseong stories

        ○ Story of Songpa : listen to the history of Songpa, stories about 

Mongchontoseong as a relic from the Hanseong 

Baekje and features of the fortress, through a 

professional commentator

        ○ Story of Olympic Park : World Peace Gate, Soma Museum of Art, 

Hanseong Baekje Museum, top 9 sights of 

Olympic Park

     02  Wish lantern making for my family

        ○ Participants create unique wish lanterns with personal designs and patterns
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     03  Walk around the fortress holding wish lanterns under the night sky 

full of stars and moon 

        ○ Event participants walk on the Mongchontoseong holding wish lanterns 

and have unforgettable memories with family and friends

     04  Hang wish lanterns and wish for endless fortune 

        ○ After walking around the fortress, hang the lanterns on the wish tree in 

front of the main stage where commencement ceremony takes place

 Issue predictions for operating a new program and results10

  ○ If wish lanterns use oil, there are chances of fire outbreaks and the 

lights turning off while walking

     ⇒ Use battery-powered wish lanterns so that anyone can handle them safely

  ○ Just walking around the fortress could be too simple for participants to 

participate through the end

     ⇒ Create a joyful and entertaining atmosphere by putting a Pungmool band in 

front of the parade

     ⇒ Motivate participants through providing a wish wall in front of the main stage, 

where they can hang their lanterns after completing the parade. Throughout 

the whole process, one can wish for the prosperity of Hanseong Baekje 

Cultural Festival
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AppendixAppendix

Title Wish lantern making

Description Pictures of children making wish lanterns with their parents

Title Walking around Mongchontoseong fortress

Description Pictures of participants walking around Mongchontoseong 
fortress with wish lanterns

Title Wish lantern hanging

Description Scenes of participants hanging wish lanterns after completing 
the parade


